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Abstract: Modelling languages such as the UML specify well-formedness as constraints 

on models. For the refactoring of a model to be correct, it must take these constraints into account 

and check that they are still satisfied after the refactoring has been performed — if not, execution 

of the refactoring must be refused. By replacing constraint checking with constraint solving, we 

show how the role of constraints can be lifted from permitting or denying a tentative refactoring to 

computing additional model changes required for the refactoring to be executable. Thus, to the 

degree that the semantics of a modelling language is specified using constraints, refactorings 

based on these constraints are guaranteed to be meaning preserving. To be able to exploit con-

straints available in the form of a language’s well-formedness rules for refactoring, we present a 

mapping from these rules to the constraint rules required by constraint-based refactoring. Where 

there are no gaps between well-formedness and (static) semantics of a modelling language, these 

mappings enable structural refactorings of models at no extra cost; where there are, we identify 

ways of detecting and filling the gaps. 

1 Introduction 

Refactoring is the discipline of modifying a software artefact so as to improve one or 

more of its non-functional properties (such as readability, changeability, etc.) whilst 

maintaining its meaning. While originally conceived as program restructuring [7], refac-

toring is today applied to all kinds of software artefacts, including models [3, 6, 8, 12, 13, 

14, 15, 23]. 

Constraint-based refactoring is a refactoring technique that relies on constraints for the 

specification of invariants that a refactoring must regard [18, 19, 24, 25]. In constraint-

based refactoring, a refactoring problem is translated to a constraint satisfaction problem 
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(CSP) whose solutions represent legal refactorings of the artefact to be refactored. For 

this, the semantic rules of the language of the artefact must be transcribed to so-called 

constraint rules which, when applied to the artefact to be refactored, generate the con-

straints expressing all relevant invariants. With the exception of Ref. [20], the precursor 

to this article, constraint-based refactoring has so far exclusively been applied in pro-

gramming, a field in which it has however proven highly successful (see, e.g., [18, 19, 24, 

25]). 

In modelling, constraints are commonly used to express invariants such as 

multiplicities etc. On the metalevel, at which modelling languages are specified, these 

invariants play the role of well-formedness rules, expressing parts of the static semantics 

of a language. Like invariants, well-formedness rules are evaluated by a constraint 

checker: if the constraints are satisfied, the model is well-formed and ok; if not, it is 

malformed and hence rejected. 

In this article, we show how the well-formedness rules used in specifying the static 

semantics of a modelling language can be used for constraint-based refactoring of models 

expressed in that language, giving us model refactorings for almost free. Where well-

formedness rules leave static semantics underspecified, we show how they can be 

systematically enhanced to fill the gap. The transformation of well-formedness rules to 

the constraint rules required for constraint-based refactoring faces several technical 

difficulties, including the adaptation to specific refactorings and the handling of the 

indirection established by path expressions, for which we present solutions. The viability 

of our approach is demonstrated by applying it to a number well-formedness rules taken 

from the UML standard. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section  2, we present an in-

structive example explaining the idea of constraint-based model refactoring based on two 

simple well-formedness rules expressed in first-order predicate logic. In Section  3, we 

recapitulate as much of the theory of constraint-based refactoring as is necessary to make 

this article self contained. Section  4 specifies how well-formedness rules are transformed 

to the constraint rules underlying constraint-based refactoring, taking the special prob-

lems of integrating the refactoring specification and dealing with path expressions into 

account. While Section  5 applies this procedure to a number of real examples from the 

UML standard expressed in OCL, the general limitations of our approach are discussed in 

Section  6. We conclude with a brief comparison of related work with ours. 
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2 Constraint-Based Model Refactoring by Example 

Consider the simple model of a flat file system shown in Figure 1. Files are found in a 

directory by sending the latter a message named “find”, which in turn leads to a message 

“getName” being sent to a file. From an operating system perspective, this model is cer-

tainly overly simplistic; however, in the context of model refactoring, it will serve our 

purposes well. 

2.1 Two Simple Well-Formedness Rules  

In human-readable representations, model elements such as classes, attributes, or opera-

tions are usually identified by a (locally) unique name. For the operations of a classifier, 

for instance, this uniqueness constraint is expressed by the well-formedness rule  

  o1, o2  classifier.operations, o1  o2  o1.name  o2.name (1) 

which is based on the metamodel shown in Figure 2 and in which classifier is the classi-

fier to be checked (the context in OCL terms). This well-formedness rule rejects all mod-

els in which any single classifier declares two or more operations of the same name. As 

can be easily verified, for the two classifiers of our example (Figure 1 a), Directory and 

File, this is not the case, so that it is well-formed with respect to well-formedness rule (1). 

Another, slightly more involved well-formedness rule requires that only those elements 

be referenced (or used) that have been declared (or defined) elsewhere (a typing con-

straint). More specifically, and assuming that referencing is name-based, we have that for 

a sequence diagram such as that of Figure 1 b) to be well-formed, the names of the mes-

Figure 1. UML model of a flat file system: a) a class diagram and b) a se-

quence diagram. 
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sages must correspond to names of operations defined by the classifiers associated with 

the lifelines of the objects to which the messages are sent.1 This is expressed as 

 l lifelines m l.messages o l.classifier.operations : m.name  o.name (2) 

which is based on the metamodel of Figure 2 and in which lifelines, the set of lifelines of 

the sequence diagram to be checked, is the context. The reader can easily verify that, with 

respect to well-formedness rule (2), the model of Figure 1 b) is also well-formed. 

Admittedly, the typing rule expressed in (2) is somewhat simplistic in that it does not 

consider inheritance or subtyping; however, we do not delve into the technicalities neces-

sary for this here, because they complicate matters unduly (and have been addressed in 

great detail elsewhere; see, e.g., [11, 24]). 

2.2 Refactoring as Constraint Solving 

Now suppose that the message labelled “getName” in the sequence diagram of Figure 1 

b) is to be renamed, say to “x”. Re-evaluating well-formedness rule (2) immediately tells 

us that this renaming is not acceptable, since the rule now evaluates to false: for the mes-

sage renamed to “x” and the classifier File, there exists no operation defined by File that 

has the same name “x”. Quite obviously, the problem can be fixed by renaming the opera-

tion labelled “getName” to “x” also. The question that remains, however, is, how can the 

renaming of the operation be automated? 

As it turns out, the necessary secondary change, the renaming of the referenced opera-

tion, can be computed, simply by replacing constraint checking used for probing well-

formedness (by way of evaluating the constraint expression to true or false) with con-

                                                 
1 For the sake of simplicity, we assume here that all operations of a classifier are defined in the same class 

diagram. In practice, different operations may be introduced in different class diagrams, showing different 

views on the model; yet, for a sequence diagram to be checkable for well-formedness, it cannot introduce the 

required operations itself. 

Figure 2: Common metamodel for the diagrams of Figure 1. 
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straint solving, which can change the values of the constrained properties2 of the model so 

that the constraints are satisfied (and the model is well-formed). For this, well-formedness 

rules such as (1) and (2) must be used to create from a model such as that of Figure 1 a 

constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), i.e., a set of constraint variables and constraints 

suitable for submission to a constraint solver. This is done by unrolling the quantifiers, 

instantiating the quantified variables with the elements of the model the rule is applied to. 

For the model of Figure 1 and well-formedness rule (1), it leads to the constraint set 

 ofind.name  oadd.name (3) 

in which ofind is an object literal denoting the operation originally named “find”, of-

ind.name denotes the name property of ofind, and so forth. This constraint prevents that the 

operation ofind or oadd (the only two operations of classifier Directory; note that classifier 

File has only a single operation mgetName, for which no constraint can be generated using 

(1)) is renamed so that their names equal (and the model becomes ill-formed). For well-

formedness rule (2), the constraint set 

 mfind.name  oadd.name  mfind.name  ofind.name, mgetName.name  ogetName.name (4) 

is generated, making sure that for every message of the model an operation with the same 

name exists in the classifier to whose lifeline the message is sent. Based on these con-

straints, when the name property of mgetName is set to “x”, solving the CSP will force a 

change of the name property of ogetName to “x” also, thereby making the model well-

formed again. Since the model has also kept its original meaning (the message mgetName 

binds to the same operation as before), it is a refactoring. 

2.3 Removing Semantic Underspecification by Eliminating Existential 

Quantification 

The previous refactoring is meaning preserving since it makes sure that the message mget-

Name and the only available operation it could bind to, ogetName, are always renamed to-

gether. The situation is significantly different, however, if mfind is renamed, say to “y”: in 

this case, renaming either of the two operations defined by the classifier Directory, ofind or 

oadd, to “y” also would equally satisfy the above constraint set, and thus restore well-

                                                 
2 We use the term property here to collectively denote attributes and association ends associated with an ob-

ject ([10], §7.5.1 and §7.5.3). Conforming to [10], we use the dot notation o.p to denote the value of a prop-

erty p of an object o, where o may be an object literal or a variable (including another property). 
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formedness of the diagram. However, not both possible renamings maintain the original 

meaning: if oadd is renamed to “y”, the model is well-formed with respect to (2), but has a 

different meaning, since now mfind binds to oadd and thus a different operation. The situa-

tion is even more dissatisfactory when mfind is renamed to “add”: in that case, the model 

remains well-formed without the renaming of an operator, but the binding (and thus the 

meaning) is definitely changed.  

The problem is that the well-formedness rule (2) is insufficient for refactoring, since it 

is indifferent to the operation a method binds to. Given that well-formedness rules such as 

(2) and (1) are about well-formedness, not about meaning, this is not surprising: they ex-

press two necessary conditions for the binding of a message to an operation, namely that 

an operation with the same name as the message is declared in the classifier classifying 

the receiver of the message, and that this name is unique. They do not express which op-

eration a method binds to, or that the notion of binding does at all exist — this is not re-

quired for well-formedness.  

As it turns out, the semantic underspecification in (2) can be removed by replacing the 

existentially quantified variable o with a Skolem function [16] 

 binding: Lifeline  Message  Operation (5) 

mapping a lifeline and a message to the operation the method (should) bind to. Since the 

lifeline is functionally dependent on the message (meaning that for any given message, a 

lifeline is uniquely determined; cf. Figure 2), (5) can be projected to  

 binding: Message  Operation (6) 

which lets us Skolemize (2) to  

  l lifelines m l.messages : 

 bindingm  l.classifier.operations  m.name  bindingm.name 
(7) 

Note how the first conjunct replaces for the range restriction of the existentially quanti-

fied variable o (representing the operation): the Skolem function binding must be chosen 

so that the operation a message m binds to is among the operations defined by the classi-

fier associated with the lifeline l of the object to which m is sent. 
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In modelling, the introduction of the binding (or lookup) function (6) corresponds to 

adding a metamodel association between Message and Operation as shown in Figure 3. Re-

placing the Skolem function binding with this added association allows us to rewrite (7) 

to  

  l lifelines m l.messages : 

 m.operation l.classifier.operations  m.name  m.operation.name 
(8) 

which expresses that the operation a message m binds to (represented by m.operation) 

must be among the operations defined by the classifier associated with the lifeline m is 

sent to, and must have the same name as m. Note that it was not specified before that m 

should bind to an operation with these properties: if anything, it reflected our intuitive 

interpretation of sequence diagrams. 

Application of (8) to the model of Figure 1 gives us the constraint set 

 mfind.operation lleft.classifier.operations  mfind.name  mfind.operation.name, (9) 

 mgetName.operation lright.classifier.operations  mgetName.name  mgetName.operation.name 

in which lleft and lright denote the left and right lifeline, respectively. (9) lacks the disjunc-

tion of (4), removing the ambiguity which operation is to be renamed along with mfind. 

Note that, should mfind, and thus also ofind, be renamed to “add”, the constraint (3) gener-

ated from well-formedness rule (1) requires that oadd is renamed to a different name, 

maintaining the unambiguousness. Any existing references to oadd would then be renamed 

as well (via other constraints generated from well-formedness rule (2); none in our exam-

ple). As can be seen from this simple example, our constraint-based capture of renaming 

is comprehensive. 

There is however a price associated with removing the existential quantification, 

namely the introduction of the indirection involved in the path expression 

m.operation.name. In our current RENAME example, in which the values of the properties 

Lifeline
Message

name

Message

name

0..* 1

Classifier
Operation

name

Operation

name

0..*

operationsmessages classifier

11 1

operation 10..*

Figure 3. Metamodel of Figure 2 extended by an association between messages 

and the operations they bind to. 
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m.operation never change for any m, this problem can be solved by replacing 

mfind.operation.name with ofind.name and so on, but generally, the problem of chained 

properties of the form x.p1.p2 is that which property is selected by p2 depends on the value 

of the qualifying property p1: if constraint solving is allowed to change the value of p1, 

the property denoted by x.p1.p2 (and thus the variable constrained by the enclosing con-

straint) changes with it. We will return to this problem and provide solution for it in Sec-

tion  4.3; here, we content ourselves with observing that in constraint-based refactoring, 

some properties are variable, while others are not. 

2.4 Specifying Refactorings 

The above RENAME MESSAGE refactorings were performed by assigning the name prop-

erty of a specific message a new value (the new name), and by computing (using con-

straint solving) which other name properties must change accordingly. That we changed a 

name property of a message, and that solving computed new values for other name prop-

erties (and not for classifier or other properties), is part of the nature of the RENAME 

MESSAGE refactoring — other refactorings are characterized by the change of other prop-

erties. Generally, refactorings can be specified by making three statements: 

1. the immediate refactoring intent, stating the desired new values of selected properties 

reflecting the primary change associated with the intended refactoring; 

2. the non-fixed properties, stating which other, complementing (or secondary) changes 

the refactoring is allowed to make in order to preserve the meaning of the model; and 

3. the fixed properties, stating what the refactoring must not change. 

Of these statements, only the first is specific to the concrete application of the refactoring 

and is made by the user of the refactoring (who has to select the properties the refactoring 

:Directory :Content

find
getName

Directory

Content
content

File

a) b)

Figure 4. Model of Figure 1 refactored to nested directories: a) new super-

class Content extracted from File and Directory, and change of association 

end content to target that class; b) generalization of classifier File to Content. 
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is to change, and their new values); the second and the third are specific to the kind to the 

refactoring (i.e., whether it is a RENAME refactoring, a MOVE refactoring, etc.). In the 

case of a RENAME MESSAGE refactoring, the refactoring intent is the new name of a se-

lected message, the non-fixed properties are the names of other model elements (more 

concretely: operations and other messages referring to the same operation), and the fixed 

properties are all others. As the following, somewhat more demanding examples show, 

other refactorings can be specified by making the same kinds of statements. 

Suppose that the model of Figure 1 is to be refactored to allow nested directories. For 

this purpose, the refactoring EXTRACT SUPERCLASS [5, 24] is to be applied to classes Di-

rectory and File, creating a new superclass, Content, that generalizes both Directory and File. 

In addition, this refactoring suggests that the newly introduced Content be used in place of 

Directory or File wherever the generalization is deemed useful [5]. In our example, this is 

the case for the composition of directories, which can now be composed of files and di-

rectories, as reflected in Figure 4 (note that for this, not only the composition in Figure 4 

a), but also the classifier associated with the target of the message labelled “getName” in 

Figure 4 b) changes). What must be made sure by the refactoring, then, is that the opera-

tions required from Content are defined by Content, so that the changed model is well-

formed and keeps its meaning. In the given example, this means that Content must define 

ogetName. 

As it turns out, the secondary changes necessary for the EXTRACT SUPERCLASS refac-

toring can be computed from (9), and thus from the same set of constraints used for the 

above RENAME refactoring. There are however four important differences with respect to 

the constrained properties: 

1. the name properties of messages and operations are fixed for this refactoring; 

2. the operations properties of classifiers are non-fixed for this refactoring so that con-

straint solving can assign them new values (corresponding to the moving of opera-

tions);  

3. the domain of the classifier properties of lifelines is extended with a new member, 

CContent, a new classifier literal representing the extracted classifier Content; and 

4. the refactoring intent is expressed by not changing the value of lleft.classifier and by 

changing the value of lright.classifier to CContent, meaning that only the type of this latter 

lifeline is generalized to Content, reflecting the goal of the refactoring. 
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Of course, for the binding invariant to be maintained, the operation properties of mes-

sages must remain fixed (as in the RENAME refactoring) — this is required for meaning 

preservation. From these statements, it follows that 

 mfind.operation  ofind 

 mgetName.operation  ogetName 

 lleft.classifier  CDirectory 

 lright.classifier  CContent 

 mfind.name  “find” 

 ofind.name  “find” 

 mgetName.name  “getName” 

 ogetName.name  “getName” 

which lets the constraint set (9) be reduced to 

 ofind CDirectory.operations  “find”  “find”,  

 ogetName CContent.operations  “getName”  “getName” 

which in turn is solved by making ogetName a member of CContent.operations.3 

Thus, we have that the above RENAME and EXTRACT SUPERCLASS refactorings can be 

performed using the exact same set of constraints, the only difference being which prop-

erties are assigned new values to reflect the refactoring intent, and which are allowed to 

be changed by constraint solving. In fact, changing these statements lets us define further 

refactorings: for instance, making the classifier properties of lifelines non-fixed and all 

other properties fixed provides the basis for the USE SUPERTYPE WHERE POSSIBLE refac-

toring [24], which would replace the classifiers (types) of all lifelines with supertypes, 

granted that these supertypes provide all operations required by the messages sent to the 

lifelines. A further refactoring, MOVE MESSAGE/OPERATION, which is also specified this 

way, will be introduced in Section  4. 

As should have become clear from the above, the great flexibility in specifying refac-

torings makes constraint-based model refactoring very generic. Yet this genericity is not 

entirely without problems. More specifically, making the operations properties of classi-

                                                 
3 Note that the classifier literal CContent is both the owner of the property CContent.operations and the value of 

the property lright.classifier. This is so because the property classifier has reference semantics, a notion for-

eign to standard constraint solvers; we will return to this in Section  4.3. 
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fiers non-fixed impacts the constraints generated from well-formedness rule (1): since it is 

unclear up front which operations will be defined in which classifiers, constraints of the 

form  

 o1.name  o2.name  

(which are intended to guarantee local name uniqueness) must be replaced by families of 

constraints 

 o1, o2  c.operations  o1.name  o2.name c  C 

in which C is the set of classifiers of a model the operations o1 and o2 may end up in (the 

original class and the extracted superclass in the case of EXTRACT SUPERCLASS; cf. Sec-

tion  3.2). How this variability in the constraint generation process can be handled in a 

systematic fashion will be shown in Section  4.2. 

2.5 Interpreting Diagrams 

The above examples showed how a well-formedness rule that contains existential quanti-

fication can be too weak for refactoring: if selection of the element whose existence is 

required is part of the interpretation of the diagram (i.e., contributes to its meaning), the 

rule misses out parts of the static semantics of the modelling language. This semantic un-

derspecification allows refactorings that are correct with respect to the specification, but 

whose resulting models do not mean the same thing to the user. In these cases, existential 

quantification can be replaced by a Skolem function, which in turn can be translated to an 

(additional) association in the metamodel, in our case represented by the property opera-

tion of messages (cf. (8) and Figure 3). However, the value of this property cannot be 

read directly from the model — it has to be inferred using the rules of the modelling lan-

guage’s static semantics. This poses the question whether enriched well-formedness rules 

sufficient for correct refactoring of a model are also sufficient for interpreting it, in our 

example, to infer its bindings. 

As it turns out, they can be, at least for our examples. When interpreting, rather than 

refactoring, a model such as that of Figure 1, all properties except the ones whose values 

need to be inferred by way of interpretation (i.e., assigning the model a meaning), are 

fixed. For example, when the model of Figure 1 must be mapped to an instance of the 

metamodel of Figure 3, the only non-fixed properties (whose values need to be inferred) 

are mfind.operation and mgetName.operation (which are precisely the properties representing 
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the Skolem function binding; cf. Section  2.3). The constraint set constraining the non-

fixed properties is again (9), i.e., the same as used for all above refactorings; it is solved 

by the assignments  

 mfind.operation  ofind           mgetName.operation  ogetName 

which represent the derived information, i.e., desired model interpretation. 

While the constraint set is the same as for refactoring, solving it is considerably more 

difficult, since the properties for which values need to be found are the qualifying proper-

ties of mfind.operation.name and mgetName.operation.name (cf. Section  2.3). Since the con-

straint variables used in CSPs have value semantics, constraints such as (9) with non-

fixed operation properties cannot be fed directly to a constraint solver (cf. Footnote 3). 

Instead, they have to be transformed — how will be shown in Section  4.3. 

2.6 Detecting Semantic Underspecification 

A companion question to how underspecification is removed (Section  2.3) is how it is 

detected. As noted above, one way to do so is to refactor a model using the available 

well-formedness rules, and then assess whether the refactored model has the same mean-

ing to the human beholder. However, given that not all possible refactorings will show 

the semantic underspecification, this procedure requires significant manual testing. 

A fully automated approach to detecting semantic underspecification is to check 

whether all properties whose values are not directly given in the model (so that their val-

ues need to be obtained by way of interpretation; see above) can be assigned unique val-

ues.4 For instance, interpreting the model of Figure 1 in terms of the metamodel of Figure 

3 with the constraints (4) resulting from the application of well-formedness rule (2) to the 

model, the values of the operation properties of messages are left dangling — they can be 

assigned any value, and the constraints will be satisfied. Thus, the binding of messages 

cannot be inferred using (2) — the rule is too unspecific. By contrast, applying the well-

formedness rule (8) to Figure 1, the values of mfind.operation and mgetName.operation are 

                                                 
4 NB: It is admissible in UML that not all information that can be specified in a diagram is actually provided 

by the modeller. For instance, in a sequence diagram the name of a message may be omitted. This intentional 

underspecification is a feature of modelling rather than a bug of the modelling language; however, deliber-

ately underspecified models are generally inept to identify the semantic underspecification of the language 

we are searching for.  
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uniquely determined by the resulting constraints — (8) is sufficient for interpreting this 

model.5 

However, that a single well-formed model such as that of Figure 1 can be interpreted 

unambiguously is not enough to infer that the static semantics of a modelling language is 

sufficiently specified. For instance, in a variation of Figure 1 in which ofind and oadd both 

have the name “find”, the value of mfind.operation is not uniquely determined (meaning 

that its binding is ambiguous), so that rule (8) alone is also insufficient — it needs to be 

complemented by rule (1), removing the ambiguity by identifying this model as mal-

formed, hence rejecting it as meaningless.  

It follows that detecting underspecification is a search problem: if a model is found that 

cannot be interpreted unambiguously, we know that we have a case of semantic under-

specification; if not, we know nothing. Models can be found using the usual techniques of 

model instance generation used, e.g., in model checking (here applied on the metalevel); 

whether interpretation of a generated model is ambiguous is computed as the number of 

solutions found by constraint solving (if it is greater than 1, the model cannot be inter-

preted unambiguously). Of course, the viability of this approach depends on the fact that 

properties whose values need to be derived by way of interpretation (in our example: the 

operation properties of messages) do exist — if not (here: if no operation properties are 

defined, as was the case for the metamodel of Figure 2), there is nothing left for interpre-

tation, so that no underspecification can be detected (cf. Footnote 5). 

2.7 Summary 

Thus, we have that the constraints generated from simple well-formedness rules such as 

(1) and (2), the latter enhanced and rewritten as in (8), are not only sufficient for perform-

ing very different refactorings, they also serve the interpretation of the diagrams, as well 

as the detection of semantic underspecification of the modelling language. The only adap-

tation necessary for the different uses of the constraints is to specify which properties are 

fixed and which are non-fixed and thus can be adapted by constraint solving. 

                                                 
5 Note that the metamodel of Figure 2 is insufficient to detect the underspecification automatically, by means 

of interpretation — since this metamodel does not provide for the binding of a message to an operation, it 

cannot be derived that binding is ambiguous.  
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3 Constraint-Based Refactoring 

The technique of constraint-based model refactoring that we are proposing is based on 

constraint-based program refactoring as described in some detail in [18, 19, 24, 25]. To 

make this article self-contained, we provide a brief introduction to constraint-based pro-

gram refactoring here, limiting ourselves to those aspects of it that are relevant for model 

refactoring also. 

3.1 Constraint Rules 

In constraint-based program refactoring, a program to be refactored is transformed to a 

constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) by application of so-called constraint rules, which 

are generally of the form 

query 
constraints 

Here, query represents a logical expression searching for elements of the program to be 

refactored, and constraints represents the set of constraints to be generated (added to the 

CSP) for the program elements selected by the query. Both the queries and the constraints 

contain variables that are placeholders for the program elements the rule is applied to; 

these variables (which are not constraint variables!) are implicitly universally quantified. 

For instance, application of the constraint rule  

bindsr, d  

r.name  d.name 
(10)

to a program to be refactored searches the program for occurrences of all pairs of refer-

ences r and declared entities d such that r binds to d, and generates for each found pair a 

constraint requiring that name properties of r and d equal. This constraint rule expresses a 

binding invariant of the underlying programming language: for r to bind to d, r and d 

must have the same names. Taken alone, this constraint allows it that a reference r or a 

declared entity d be given a new name by a refactoring as long as the name of the other 

changes to that name as well; however, constraints generated by the same or other con-

straint rules may constrain the properties (constraint variables) r.name and d.name fur-

ther. Note that when applied to a well-formed program, the generated constraints are 

always satisfied with the properties set to the values reflecting the program as is before 

the refactoring (the initial values). 
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3.2 Specifying and Applying a Refactoring 

To a certain extent, constraint rules are agnostic to the refactorings they are used for [21, 

25] (see Section  3.4 for when this may not be the case), so that they can be reused across 

different refactorings. A particular refactoring then requires further specification, namely 

of what it is to change (called the forced changes in [19]) and what it may change (the 

allowed changes). What it is to change reflects the refactoring intent and is specified by 

the user of the refactoring with each application; what it may change divides the remain-

ing properties into non-fixed and fixed ones (cf. Section  2.4) and specifies the kind of the 

refactoring (e.g., whether it is an instance of RENAME, EXTRACT SUPERCLASS, or 

MOVE).6 Once these specifications have been made, the constraints can be generated.7 

As pointed out above, the CSP thus generated is in solved form with the program as is, 

i.e., with all constrained properties set to their initial values. By applying the refactoring 

intent, that is, by assigning the selected properties their new values, the CSP may become 

unsolved, in which case further action is required: Only if the constraints are still satisfied 

with the new property assignments, the refactoring is finished — if not, a constraint 

solver must attempt to assign non-fixed properties new values, until a solution is found. 

The computed assignments constituting the solution then represent the additional (secon-

dary) changes to the program that are required to make the refactoring work; if no solu-

tion is found, the refactoring is impossible and must be rejected. 

3.3 Dealing with Multiple Solutions 

If constraint solving finds more than one solution, the secondary changes required by the 

refactoring are not uniquely determined. In this case, it is possible to add soft constraints 

to the CSP that direct solving in finding a best solution [19]. For instance, the solver 

                                                 
6 See [19] for how constraint-based refactorings can be specified formally. As has been pointed out in [22], 

the difference between the kind of a refactoring and its particular application dissolves when ad hoc refactor-

ings, that is, refactorings which have not been standardized and which can perform arbitrary changes, are 

considered. 

7 In theory, the constraints can be generated from the constraint rules and the program to be refactored alone. 

However, in practice this leads to a large number of superfluous constraints (i.e., constraints that are unre-

lated to the intended refactoring). Therefore, special algorithms have been devised that generate only the 

constraints required for a specific application of a specific kind of refactoring [19, 21]. These algorithms take 

the specific application as part of their input. 
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could be instructed to minimize the number of additional changes or to prefer one kind of 

change (e.g., renaming a model element) over another (e.g., moving it). However, since 

the best solution is not the only solution, and since it may not meet the approval of the 

user, alternative solutions may need to be inspected. It is then important that the number 

of alternatives is kept small. 

One particularly effective way of reducing the size of the solution space is to restrict 

the domains of non-fixed properties (constraint variables) as far as possible. For instance, 

in case of the EXTRACT SUPERCLASS refactoring, it is useful to restrict the set of possible 

locations of class members to their old class and the newly extracted superclass (cf. Sec-

tion  2.4), in particular to exclude superclasses of the new superclass (if any), to which the 

members could also be moved. Similarly, for renaming it is useful to restrict the domains 

to the old and a (fresh) new name, rather than allowing all conceivable names. Using this 

technique, and also using special algorithms for constraint rule application [19, 21], the 

number of alternative solutions (which depends heavily on the concrete refactoring) can 

be kept small (see [19, 21] for empirically obtained figures for a selection of refactor-

ings). 

3.4 Constraint Rule Rewriting 

It is instructive to note that to a certain extent, the queries (expressions above the bar) and 

the constraints (expressions below the bar) of a constraint rule are exchangeable for each 

other. In fact, as we have noted elsewhere [19, 21], the main difference between con-

straints and queries is that while a query is evaluated at rule application time, a constraint 

(generated by rule application) is evaluated at constraint solving time. This means that for 

constraints whose constrained properties are all fixed (so that they can be evaluated at 

rule application time), constraint rules can be rewritten to save the generation of these 

constraints. For instance, in the constraint rule  

bindsr, d 
dr.receiver.type.members r.name  d.name 

if the receiver of a reference r, its type, and the set of members of the type are all fixed, 

the constraint dr.receiver.type.members can be promoted to a query, giving us 

bindsr, d  dr.receiver.type.members 

r.name  d.name 
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Since dr.receiver.type.members is subsumed by bindsr, d, it can dropped from the 

rule precedent, which then still matches the exact same pairs r, d. Assuming that names 

are non-fixed on the other hand means that the constraint r.name  d.name is needed for 

refactoring, and must remain in the rule consequent. 

While the lack of variability of some properties allows constraints to be promoted to 

queries or dropped altogether, the variability of others may require the demotion of que-

ries to rule consequents, where they serve as premises of conditional constraints. For in-

stance, in the case of the rule 

 same-scoped1, d2 
 d1.name  d2.name 

requiring uniqueness of names of different declared entities defined in the same scope, if 

declared entities may be moved between scopes by a refactoring, the constraint rule must 

be rewritten to 

 d1 d2 
 same-scoped1, d2  d1.name  d2.name 

(cf. Section  2.4). 

The possible rewriting of constraints rules due to the fixedness of properties is central 

to our transformation of well-formedness rules to constraint rules; a more complete ac-

count of it is given in [21]. 

4 From Well-Formedness Rules to Constraint Rules 

Well-formedness rule checking can be viewed as a special case of constraint-based refac-

toring (constraint generation and subsequent constraint solving) in which all constrained 

properties (constraint variables) are fixed and set to their initial values. For instance, the 

constraint rule (10) directly translates to the well-formedness rule  

 r, d, bindsr, d : r.name  d.name 

However, the opposite mapping, from a well-formedness rule to a constraint rule, is more 

difficult, since it must (a) deal with quantifiers that are nested inside well-formedness ex-

pressions; (b) separate the fixed from the non-fixed properties, making it dependent on 

the concrete refactoring; and (c) must map properties with reference semantics (used for 
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navigating a model) to properties with value semantics (which can be used by a constraint 

solver). 

4.1 Dealing with Quantifiers 

As stated in Section  3.1, a constraint rule implicitly universally quantifies over the vari-

ables representing the model elements the rule is applied to. A well-formedness rule like-

wise universally quantifies over the model elements it applies to (in OCL, implicitly over 

the context variable self). For well-formedness rules with universal quantifiers nested in-

side expressions, these must be moved to the left prior to the transformation into a con-

straint rule. This is a standard procedure, which may however require the renaming of 

variables [16]. 

As has been pointed out in Section  2.3, existential quantifiers may be a source of se-

mantic underspecification that may impede meaning preservation (if not on a strictly 

technical level, at least on an intuitive level8). Therefore, one should always attempt to 

remove existential quantifiers contained in a well-formedness rule using Skolemization, 

that is, by replacing a choice of model elements (a disjunction) with the selection of a 

specific one that satisfies the (formerly quantified) expression.9 If Skolemization is im-

possible, for instance because the language specification does not give reason to the se-

lection of a specific model element (see Section  5 for examples of this), existentially 

quantified expressions have to be unrolled (as was done in Section  2.2, before Skolemiza-

tion was considered) prior to conversion into a constraint rule. In that case, refactorings 

based on this constraint rule may still be correct in a technical sense (cf. above), but may 

not be meaning preserving according to the user’s intuition. Note that, since the number 

of model elements is always finite, unrolling into a disjunction is always possible. 

4.2 Separation into Queries and Constraints 

Generally, a constraint rule has the form of a universally quantified implication, with the 

additional restriction that, as noted in Section  3.4, the premise must contain only con-

straints whose properties are fixed for all model elements quantified over (so that they 

                                                 

8 Cf. the initial remarks of Section  2.5 concerning the correctness of refactoring under underspecification.  

9 Arguably, a semantic interpretation that contains a choice (a disjunction) is ambiguous. 
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can be evaluated at rule application time). Thus, the first step in transforming a well-

formedness rule such as (8) into a constraint rule is rewriting it to the form 

  l, m : l lifelines  m l.messages   

m.operation l.classifier.operations  m.name  m.operation.name 
(11)

The remainder of the transformation depends on which properties are fixed and which are 

non-fixed for a given refactoring, as shown in Table 1 for three sample refactorings. 

For RENAME, name is the only non-fixed property so that (11) can be transformed to 

l lifelines m l.messages  

m.name  m.operation.name 
(12)

This is so because l.messages never changes so that the constraint m l.messages can be 

evaluated at rule application time, after m and l have been bound to concrete model ele-

ments (recall that both m and l are implicitly universally quantified), and because neither 

of m.operation, l.classifier, and l.classifier.operations can change their values, so that 

m.operation l.classifier.operations must remain satisfied and can be dropped (as stated 

in Section  3.1, all constraints are satisfied with their initial assignments). 

For EXTRACT SUPERCLASS, the transformation is analogous, yielding 

l lifelines m l.messages  

m.operation l.classifier.operations 
(13)

which, applied to the example of Section  2.4, produces exactly the constraints necessary 

to force that ogetName is an operation of CContent. Finally, for MOVE METHOD [5] (which, 

depending on which kind of model element or diagram it is applied to, should be called 

MOVE OPERATION or MOVE MESSAGE), (11) transforms to  

Table 1: Fixed and non-fixed properties for three important refactorings (cf. Figure 3). 

REFACTORING 

PROPERTY 

RENAME 

MESSAGE/OPERATION 

EXTRACT 

SUPERCLASS 

MOVE 

MESSAGE/OPERATION 

messages fixed fixed non-fixed 

operation fixed fixed fixed 

classifier fixed non-fixed fixed 

operations fixed non-fixed non-fixed 

name non-fixed fixed fixed 
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l lifelines m 

m l.messages  m.operation l.classifier.operations 

in which the constraint m l.messages cannot be promoted to a query, since l.messages 

may be changed by the refactoring (it is changed for the source and target lifelines of the 

message to be moved, and may be changed for other messages that may have to move 

with it; cf. [5] for why this may be the case). 

4.3 Mapping Properties to Constraint Variables 

In the previous sections, we pretended that the properties involved in well-formedness 

rules can be directly mapped to constraint variables that can be handled by a constraint 

solver. Generally, however, this is not the case. Instead, we have to deal with the follow-

ing mismatches: 

 Properties may have reference semantics. Properties representing certain attributes 

and all association ends have reference semantics, i.e., they point to other objects. By 

contrast, constraint variables generally have value semantics, and their values (except 

for set values; see below) are unstructured. 

Solution: Map properties with reference semantics to constraint variables with value 

semantics, and emulate dereferencing of such variables as shown below. 

 Properties may have other than 1 multiplicities. Many properties are optional, 

which in UML is represented by a 0..1 multiplicity. Others model links to arbitrary 

numbers of objects at the same time, which is represented by a 0..* multiplicity. By 

contrast, constraint variables always have a single value, which may however be a set. 

Solution: Map properties to constraint variables with set domains, and transform mul-

tiplicities to constraints on the cardinalities of the values of these variables. 

 Properties may be chained. Properties with reference semantics (cf. above) may be 

chained, which amounts to a navigation of properties, involving dereferencing of in-

termediate properties. By contrast, constraint variables cannot be dereferenced: the 

value of a constraint variable cannot be, or have, a constraint variable. This is particu-

larly a problem if the properties through which is being navigated are non-fixed 

(meaning that their values can be changed by a constraint solver). 

Solution: Let )....( 1 pppxC n  be a constraint constraining property p accessed via 

navigation through properties p1, …, pn (all with reference semantics and, for uniform-
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ity of presentation, all assumed to be set-valued) starting from the object represented 

by variable x (so that nppx ... 1   evaluates to the set of objects that can be reached 

from x by navigating through p1, …, pn; note that C may — and usually will — con-

strain other properties as well). Without loss of generality, we assume x to be univer-

sally quantified and restricted by a predicate (constraint) P involving only fixed 

properties, so that we have 

 )....()(: 1 pppxCxPx n  (14) 

To be able to map )....( 1 pppxC n  to a constraint of a constraint rule, we first have to 

replace nppx ... 1   with a variable y representing the model elements reached from x 

via p1, …, pn so that we can rewrite (14) to the intermediate form 

 
).(...

)(

1 pyCppxy

yxP

n  
 (15) 

which is implicitly quantified over x and y and in which y.p is a constraint variable not 

involving dereferencing. If the p1, …, pn are fixed properties (i.e., if their values cannot 

be changed by the refactoring), (15) translates to 

 
).(

...)( 1

pyC

ppxyxP n
 

in which nppxy ... 1   is evaluated as a query so that the involved properties p1 

through pn need not be mapped to constraint variables. For instance, the constraint rule 

for RENAME, (12), translates to 

l lifelines m l.messages o m.operation 
m.name  o.name 

whose generated constraints contain only properties that map directly to constraint 

variables (cf. Table 1 to see that only fixed properties appear above the bar; note that, 

conforming to the above, m.operation is assumed to be set-valued, i.e., a singleton). If 

a single pi is non-fixed, (15) translates to 

 
).(.

......)(

1

1111

pyCpxx

ppxyxppxxxP

iii

niiiii






 
 

which (implicitly) quantifies over x, xi–1, xi, and y, and in which the constraint Cy.p is 

guarded by the condition that whatever the values assigned (by the solver) to pi, y is 

reached from x via nppx ... 1  . (Note that x0  x and xn  y, and that queries involving 
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p0 (for i  1) or pn1 (for i  n) are dropped.) For instance, the constraint rule for EX-

TRACT SUPERCLASS, (13), of which l.classifier.operations corresponds to x.p1.p and 

m.operation l.classifier.operations corresponds to Cx.p1.p, and in which classifier 

and operations are the only non-fixed properties (see Table 1) so that i  n  1, is re-

written to 

l lifelines m l.messages c 
c  l.classifier  m.operation c.operations 

in which c corresponds to x1  y (and l.classifier is a singleton for all l). If two proper-

ties pi and pj with i  j are variable, (15) translates to  

 
).(..

.........)(

11

1111111

pyCpxxpxx

ppxyxppxxxppxxxP

jjjiii

njjjjiijiii







 
 

and so forth. Note that in all cases, the queries involve only fixed properties so that 

they can be evaluated at rule application time, and the generated constraints contain no 

chained properties so that no dereferencing is required. 

Thus, together with the transformations of Section  4.2, we are able to rewrite any well-

formedness rule expressed in terms of FOPL with path expressions into a constraint rule 

that produces only constraints amenable to standard constraint solving. 

5 Real Examples from the UML Standard 

To demonstrate how our approach to transforming well-formedness rules to constraint 

rules suitable for constraint-based refactoring extends beyond the examples of Section  2, 

we have applied it to three OCL rules directly taken from the UML Superstructure speci-

fication [9]. We do not delve into the details of translating the various OCL iterators to 

solver constraints here; this has been dealt with, for instance, in [2]. 

 From the Constraints section of §7.3.22, “InstanceSpecification”: 

The defining feature of each slot is a structural feature (directly or inherited) 

of a classifier of the instance specification. 

 slot->forAll(s | classifier->exists (c | c.allFeatures()->includes (s.definingFeature))) 

This is a typing rule, expressing that the defining feature associated with a slot of an 

instance specification must be a feature of at least one classifier the specified instance 

is an instance of. Assuming that typing must be preserved, but that the classifier(s) as-
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sociated with an instance may be changed (e.g., EXTRACT SUPERCLASS [5] or GENER-

ALIZE DECLARED TYPE [24] applied to a communication diagram), this translates to 

the constraint rule 

 
()...:

.

sallFeaturecaturedefiningFesclassifierselfcc

slotselfs




 (16) 

in which self represents the context [10], the Instance Specification the rule is applied 

to, and in which the existential quantification must be unrolled upon rule application. 

Skolemization is also possible, but requires a slight adaptation: the derived property 

featuringClassifier of features ([9], §7.3.19) corresponds to a set-valued Skolem func-

tion featuringClassifier: FeatureClassifier, allowing us to rewrite the above 

rule to 

 



classifierselflassifierfeaturingCf

aturedefiningFesfslotselfs

..

..
 

in which the second conjunct from the consequent of (16), 

 s.definingFeatures.definingFeature.featuringClassifier.allFeatures 

has been dropped (because it is tautological).  

 From the Constraints section of §7.3.44, “Property”: 

Subsetting may only occur when the context of the subsetting property con-

forms to the context of the subsetted property. 

subsettedProperty->notEmpty() implies 

  (subsettingContext()->notEmpty() and subsettingContext()->forAll (sc | 

    subsettedProperty->forAll(sp | 

      sp.subsettingContext()->exists(c | sc.conformsTo(c))))) 

This rule is to express that in case a set-valued property (attribute or association end) is 

to subset one or more other properties, the context of the property, the owning or, in 

case of an end of a more than binary association, all owning classifiers, must conform 

to the classifier(s) of the properties that are being subset. For a PULL UP PROPERTY 

refactoring, it translates to the constraint rule 

)(.:().().
0|().|

.0|.|

cconformsToscContextsubsettingspcContextsubsettingselfsc
Contextsubsettingself

scropertysubsettedPselfspropertysubsettedPself
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which is however ambiguous with respect to which subsetting context should conform 

to which, in case there is more than one. At least, [9] hints at a suitable Skolemization, 

by requiring conformance with the “corresponding element in the context of the sub-

setted property” (albeit without formalizing correspondence).  

 From the Constraints section of §15.3.12, “StateMachine”: 

The context classifier of the method state machine of a behavioural feature 

must be the classifier that owns the behavioural feature. 

specification->notEmpty() implies (context->notEmpty() and 

  specification->featuringClassifier->exists (c | c = context)) 

This is to express that a state machine specifying a behavioural feature (method) of a 

classifier must have that classifier as its context; it could be violated by a MOVE BE-

HAVIOURAL FEATURE refactoring, changing the featuringClassifier and context proper-

ties. The derived constraint rule for this refactoring is 

 
contextselfclassifierfeaturingCsccontextself

ionspecificatselfsionspecificatself

.:.0|.|

.0|.|




 

whose existential quantifier must be unrolled upon application. Note that, since featur-

ingClassifier has multiplicity 0..* (cf. above), it is not clear to which classifier the 

context property of a state machine should be set, not even intuitively — in absence of 

a sensible Skolem function correcting this, context should be given multiplicity 0..*, 

too, and the constraint should be changed to 

specification->notEmpty() implies context = specification->featuringClassifier 

6 Limitations of the Approach 

Since an ill-formed model is meaningless, maintaining well-formedness is a necessary 

condition for meaning preservation and thus model refactoring. That it is not also a suffi-

cient condition was already shown in Section  2.3: where well-formedness requires the 

mere existence of a model element that is depended upon, meaning preservation may ad-

ditionally require that the same model element is depended upon before and after the 

refactoring. This observation begs the question whether this is the only limitation with 

respect to the sufficiency of well-formedness rules for constraint-based model refactoring. 
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Frankly, the answer to this question is no. Well-formedness rules, or constraints in 

general, are usually not used to specify the dynamic semantics of (modelling) languages, 

so when it comes to the refactoring of behavioural specifications, our approach of re-

using available well-formedness rules to express the invariants of refactorings lacks its 

basis. With respect to the choice of refactorings that can be captured using our approach, 

this means that we are limited to ones that change the static structure of a model. As has 

been seen in the examples of Section  2, this may include the static structure underlying 

behavioural specifications (such as the name of a message or the classifier of a lifeline in 

sequence diagrams), but it rules out refactorings of the behaviour expressed in such dia-

grams (such as the order in which messages are sent). The more general question whether 

behavioural specifications can at all be refactored using a constraint-based approach de-

pends on whether dynamic semantics can be expressed using constraints; so far, we have 

not seen such specifications.  

7 Related Work 

By presenting an initial set of model refactorings, and by providing formal (OCL) pre- 

and postconditions for some of them, Sunyé et al. set an early landmark [23]. The con-

straint-based refactoring approach presented here deviates from the more traditional form 

of specifying refactorings via preconditions and postconditions (or mechanics) by replac-

ing preconditions with invariants that guarantee meaning preservation. Failure to meet the 

invariants then corresponds to inapplicability, and hence to precondition violation.  

Philipps and Rumpe showed how state machine refactorings can be viewed as refine-

ments that can be proven meaning preserving [12], but it is unclear how their approach 

generalizes to other refactorings. Pretschner and Prenninger let the user specify predicates 

that partition the state space of state machines, from which refactorings can then be com-

puted [14]; their approach also appears to be specialized to one kind of models. by con-

trast, the generic model refactorings of [8] are set in the more general context of 

generically specifying transformations (not necessarily of models) with respect to differ-

ent metamodels, therefore addressing the need to abstract from them and defining the 

refactorings in terms of these abstractions. However, experience with program refactoring 

has shown that the hard problems of refactoring lie in the details of a language specifica-

tion (including its specific well-formedness rules; see, e.g., [17]), so that refactoring 
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specifications ignoring these details are almost inevitably incomplete. Porres specified a 

refactoring as a set of transformation rules relying on an action language for query and 

updating models, where correctness of the refactored model is guaranteed by checking 

conformance with the metamodel and satisfaction of applicable OCL constraints [13]. By 

contrast, we use metamodel and constraints as specifications of the refactorings. Gheyi et 

al. presented an approach for proving structural model refactorings for Alloy [6]; how-

ever, the technical scaffolding required for correct refactoring is significant, especially 

when compared to our approach, which re-uses pre-existing semantic specifications.  

Not dealing with model refactoring, but nevertheless related to our work, Cabot et al. 

investigated how UML/OCL models can be transformed to CSPs that can be submitted to 

a constraint solver, to verify stated correctness properties of models by generating in-

stances [2]. Our work is different in that we always start with a correct (meta)model in-

stance (the model to be refactored) that is then temporarily invalidated by a refactoring, 

so that a similar (neighbouring) instance needs to be found. As has been shown elsewhere 

[19], this allows us to use an algorithm for constraint generation that avoids the complex-

ity problems from which the unbounded translation of [2] suffers. Ali et al. [1] also em-

ploy OCL constraint solving, for (UML) model-based test case generation, but to address 

the combinatorial complexity encountered in [2], resort to a search-based approach; their 

search heuristics could be integrated in our approach to make constraint solving even 

faster. Also methodically related to ours is Egyed’s work on fixing inconsistencies in 

models, as detected by the violation of constraints [4]: in fact, fixing inconsistencies can 

be seen as solving an unsatisfied CSP (with the set of solutions representing all possible 

repairs). With the Beanbag language [26], OCL-like consistency relations can be ex-

tended with fixing behaviour specifying how changes leading to model inconsistencies 

are to be compensated with other, repairing changes; however, the compensated changes 

are not necessarily meaning-preserving, and thus not refactorings. Even if certain refac-

torings could be specified as fixes in Beanbag, different refactorings would still need dif-

ferent fixing operations. This is in contrast to the approach presented here, for which a 

single set of well-formedness rules suffices for different refactorings. Finally, Correa and 

Werner extended the notion of model refactoring to the (co-)refactoring of OCL con-

straints [3]. Since OCL has well-formedness rules specified in OCL [10], our approach 

should be extendible to OCL refactoring also; however, we have not investigated this fur-

ther. 
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8 Conclusion 

For a modelling language without semantics, every change to a model is a refactoring. 

The more of the semantics of a modelling language has been specified, the fewer changes 

to a model result in models with the same meaning, i.e., in refactorings. By taking seman-

tic specifications pre-existing in the form of well-formedness rules expressed in a con-

straint language as a starting point, we are able to transform refactoring problems as 

diverse as renaming, generalizing, or moving model elements, to CSPs that are amenable 

to standard constraint solving, which can thus be used to compute the additional changes 

required for a specific intended model refactoring. Using our approach, semantic under-

specification is unveiled by refactored models that do not mean the same to the user; in 

such cases, the pre-existing constraints may be complemented with the missing seman-

tics, for instance by extending the metamodel and adapting the constraints accordingly. 
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